
WLM-2000ES
Step 2: Connect all corner sections to curved and 
straight sections of the frame by matching shape 
symbols on pipes. 

Step 3: Insert center support pole. Step 1: Assemble straight poles by pressing and push-
ing together. 

Step 5: Pull and stretch the graphic below the bottom 
cross bar and zip closed under the cross bar.

Step 4: Unzip print and lay image face up. Slide print 
onto frame like a pillow case. 



WLM-2000FS
Step 2: Connect all corner sections to curved and 
straight sections of the frame by matching shape 
symbols on pipes. 

Step 3: Insert center support pole. Step 1: Assemble straight poles by pressing and push-
ing together. 

Step 5: Pull and stretch the graphic below the bottom 
cross bar and zip closed under the cross bar.

Step 4: Unzip print and lay image face up. Slide print 
onto frame like a pillow case. 



STOR-EF
Step 1: Install the double circular feet in the two cor-
ners connecting the three fabric panels together.

Install the single circular feet at the opposite end of 
the two long panels.

Step 2: Install butterfly clips using the tool and hex 
bolt. Position 3/4 up the wall for good stabalization.
Do not overtighten.

Step 3: Add curtain onto one half of rod and assem-
ble curtain rod completely by clicking together.

x4

x2

Step 4: Position curtain rod into position on top of 
open side of frame. If possible, cut a small slit on 
inside of fabric where clamp is positioned. This will 
create relief in the fabric. Tighten hex bolt down on 
each side with tool.



Room Only Room with WaterFall XL Shelving Room with Shelving & DNA Light Box

STOR-EF



WFAXL-HALF-368920
Step 2: Insert 3 cross bar support poles.

Step 5: Unzip print and lay image face up. Slide print 
onto frame like a pillow case. Grip the fabric tightly 
and stretch around bottom pole to pinch zipper into 
place. Zip the graphic together for taut finish. 

Step 3: Connect all corner sections to straight sections 
of the frame by pressing and pushing poles together. 

Step 6: Insert feet into corners of frame.

Step 1: Assemble each section of the frame by press-
ing and pushing poles together. 

Step 4: Frame Complete

x2



Step 7: Loosely attach butterfly clips onto the top of 
Waterfall using the hex tool. Position clips the same 
distance from each side. Align waterfall with the wall 
and tighten butterfly clamp down into position.

SHELVING: Add shelves to frame. Position and level 
shelves on frame before tightening clamps down with 
hex tool. 
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WFAXL-368920


